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Introduction 
 
1. It is clear that more people are 

becoming increasingly aware
environm

 of 
ental threat posed b

p
, i

d

05
ng and 

 50%

n are
he former

ct d a
b
he Y
ucted

used around 

en
trateg
aim  o

t a
nt of w

 to landfill. 
 
5. However, in June 2009 the Environment 

and Neighbourhoods Scrutiny Board 
received a referral from the Executive 
Board Member for Environmental 
Services to conduct a further inquiry into 
Recycling with a focus on improving the 
long term recycling infrastructure for 
Leeds. 

 

hat over 90% of 
 to kerbside 

lighted that there is 
 for improving the 

recycling infrastructure and making 
ore accessible to 

 the main focus of 
ny inquiry was to 

tions available 
ables, taking into 
 range of 

housing types that 
exist in Leeds.  Attention was also given 

ality material 
streams to encourage the long term 

inability of 
erial industries.   

Scope of the Inquiry 

uiry was to make 
, where 
ommendations on 

 areas: 

nt range of 
ethods available 

across the city (including kerbside 

the advantages 
ch; 

ic areas across the 
hich do not have access to 

appropriate and convenient recycling 
facilities; 

 
 The challenges presented by 

different property types, particularly 
flats, back to back properties, terrace 
housing and any other property 
types that have limited access to 
recycling facilities; 

the 

6. Whilst acknowledging t
residents have access
recycling, it was high
still significant scope

y the vast 
uced 

art of 
t is 
nally 
 to 
One of 

-2035 is 

recycling facilities m
everyone.   

 
7. Based around the principle that 'one 

size does not fit all',
this particular Scruti
explore the different op
for collecting recycl
account the diverse
communities and 

quantities of waste that is prod
each year.   
 

2. Whilst recycling has become a 
every day life for many people
recognised both locally and natio
that further action is still require
divert waste away from landfill.  
the key aims set out within the Leeds 
Integrated Waste Strategy 20
to achieve a combined recycli
composting rate of greater than
2020. 

 
3. Recycling continues to be a

interest for Scrutiny.  T

 by 
to producing high qu

a of 
 City 

development and susta
secondary mat

 

Services Scrutiny Board condu
in-depth inquiry into Recycling 
2004/2005 and more recently t
People’s Scrutiny Forum cond
inquiry which was foc
‘Protecting our Environment’. 

 
4. Scrutiny has also continued to monitor 

e n 
ack in 

oung 
 an 

 
8. The purpose of this inq

an assessment of and
appropriate, make rec
the following

the Council’s progress in implem
the Leeds Integrated Waste S
2005-2035, which sets out its 
reduce the impact of waste 
management on the environmen
significantly reduce the amou
going

ting 
y 

 
 Details of the curre

recycling facilities/m

s t  

nd 
aste 

collection, drop-off sites and Waste 
Sorting Sites) and 
and limitations of ea

 
 Identifying specif

city w
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 Examples of other rec
facilities/methods used 
Leeds and 

ycling 
ou

the potential cost 
es

a
ollection

 with specific refere
nd WRA

 

Environment and Neighbourhoods 
nsure tha

ce proposals 
policy and 

nsuring 
 
ling 

als. 

ur in
of exte

Reso
, the
R

ar
ar

quiry

d t
contribution of WRAP in sharing its 
knowledge and expertise.  WRAP is 
supported by funding from DEFRA, the 
Department of Trade and Industry and 
the devolved administrations of 
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. 
Its role in relation to the design of 
recycling systems is to help practitioners 
by gathering and sharing knowledge 

and understanding about the relevant 
inciples. 

y, we 
 a Recycling 

as in the process of 
vironmental 
 approach to 

vision of recycling 

to recycling for all residents.  This Plan 
o the 

overnance of the Waste Solution 

ing principles, this 

ts access to kerbside 

ty of the current 

 kerbside SORT 
st one possible 

, 
ance, delivering 
s within available 

with the 
d Waste Recycling Act. 

 
ling 
ope that the 

dations arising 
ill complement 

roposed plan of 
within the Plan to 

help achieve its objectives.  
 

14. During our inquiry, we also 
acknowledged that the Leeds Integrated 
Waste Strategy Action Plan was in the 
process of being updated.  We therefore 
considered and provided comment on 
the draft Action Plan at our meeting in 
March 2010. 

tside of 

e 

ches 
 
nce to 
P (The 

operational pr
 

11. At the time of our inquir
acknowledged that
Improvement Plan w
being developed by En
Services to provide an
expanding the pro
collections to deliver equality of access 

implications for adopting th
across the city; 

 
 Regional and national appro

towards recyclable c
methods,
the role of DEFRA a
Waste & Resources Action
Programme)  

 
 The relationship between 

and City Development to e
future recycling servi
are reflected in planning 
guidance; 

t 12. Based on a set of guid
Plan aims to: 

 
•  Give all residen

 
 The role of the Council in e

that developers are making
adequate provision for recyc
within their planning propos

 
9. We welcomed the contribution o

range of witnesses during o
These included a number 

f a wide 
quiry.  
rnal 
urces 

 Waste 

approach
•  Maximise perform

best value solution
funding, and 

•  Ensure compliance 
Househol

organisations (the Waste & 
Action Programme (WRAP)
Regional Advisory Group (W
CO2Sense and Leeds Friends 
Earth) whose commitment tow
particular area of work was cle
demonstrated during our in

 
10. In particular, we acknowledge

AG), 
of the 

ds this 
ly 

. 

he 

13. In welcoming the Recyc
Improvement Plan, we h
findings and recommen
from our own inquiry w
and help inform the p
improvements set out 

is to be incorporated int
g
Programme. 

 

recycling, 
•  Improve the flexibili

service and provide a recycling 
solution of which
wheeled bin is ju
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Delivering equality
access to r

 of 
 

1

ecycling for

ling Act 

n
te 

re, except in 
 the
 typ
rom

hese 

metal, plastics and composting. The 
is

n 

 pro id

nm
b

 and a s
e colle

aterials – p
 ca

m
ll

ent 

l

 that
 the households in Leeds had 

access to the SORT scheme, leaving a 
service gap of around 22,000 properties. 

 
18. It was highlighted that most properties 

that have access to the SORT scheme 
have their dry recyclables collected 
every four weeks using wheeled bins 
(collections are made fortnightly in some 
pilot areas).  

 

il also offers a door 
cycling scheme in 
bins cannot be 
 due to a lack of 
restricted vehicle 
red to 

approximately 6,300 properties).  This 
the monthly 
eled bin service. 

d bin collection of 
 now been 

mately 182,000 
o 55% of the City, 
re four weekly 

r and February.  It is 
ere are 33,000 more 

e suitable for a 
 collection 

1.9% to the domestic recycling and 
a full year.  
owledged that the 
en waste roll out 

ditional funding to be 

ere is no kerbside 
other initiatives 

have been used by Environmental 
Services.  These include a weekly high 

 and also 
s which uses the 

und to service 
unity Recycling Sites (this 

provides a recycling service to 
approximately 26,000 properties at 273 
sites).  

 
22. In addition, there are also a number of 

Household Waste Sorting Sites and 
Bring Sites located across the City 
which offer an additional range of 
recycling facilities. 

 

all residents 
 
15. The Household Waste Recyc

2003 states that “where English
Collection Authorities have a ge
duty to collect household was
premises they shall ensu
some circumstances, that by
2010 they collect at least two
recyclable wastes separate f
remainder of the waste”. T
categories being: paper/card, gla

 Waste 
eral 

from 

 end of 
es of 
 the 

ss, 

es 
is 
 

v d. 

scheme also mirrors 
frequency of the whe

 
20. A fortnightly wheele

garden waste has also
introduced in approxi
properties, equating t
although collections a
between Decembe
estimated that th
properties that would b
kerbside garden waste
service, which could add an estimated 

exceptions to collect from prem
include: where cost of provisio
excessive and where alternative
comparable services are to be
 

16. To comply with the Act, Enviro
Services currently provides ker
garden waste collections
stream co-mingled kerbsid
four dry recyclable m

e

ental 
side 
ingle 
ction of 

aper, 
ns (the 
 co-

ection 

composting target in 
However, it was ackn
cost of extending gard
would require ad
allocated. 

 
21. In areas where th

SORT recycling route, 
cardboard, some plastics and
SORT scheme).  A single strea
mingled system involves the co
of materials in a single compartm
vehicle with the sorting of these 
materials occurring at a Materia
Recovery Facility (MRF). 

 
17. By the end of 2008/09, we noted

93.4% of

s 
ri

 

9. However, the Counc
step green bag dry re
areas where wheeled 
accommodated either
bin storage space or 
access (this is delive

se collection scheme
communal collection
Defra collection ro
Comm
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23. However, despite already having
place such a wide range of recyc
facilities, we acknowledge tha
still gaps in current service
varying success rates i

 in 
ling 
ere are 

 nd 

 

challenge in the delive
services.  By focusing o
different property ty
possible o

t th
 provision

n terms of the 
lable 

ut
ca

rr nt 

nvolved and the challenge
g ty

c
be app ed 

iew t

oc
s

al circumsta
doing so, it was noted that provision for 

e considered
us
wa
uch a

hysical characteristics of
areas and property types. 

Addressing the 
challenges presented 
by different property 
types 
 
26. Leeds has a unique collection of 

properties and situations that present a 

ry of recycling 
n each of the 

pes, we discussed 
pportunities to help overcome 

hallenges.  In summary, our 
findings were as follows: 

a

quantity and quality of recyc
materials collected. 

 
24. As part of our inquiry, we set o

explore where improvements 
made in terms of access to the 
collection of recyclable waste an
addressing areas where the cu
recycling service is not deliverin
required performance/ benefit.   I
so, this required an understandin
areas i

 to 
n be 

d also 

 

e
g the 
n doing 
g of the 
s 

pe and 
e the 
lear that 

presented in terms of housin
resident engagement.  To ensur
best uptake in recycling, it was 
one uniform approach cannot 
city wide. 

 
25. WRAP also reinforces the v

there is no simple answer, and c
no one-size-fits-all solution.  L
authorities have to make choice
are right for their loc

li

hat 
ertainly 
al 
 that 

nces.  In 

 
e, 
ste and 

 s

recycling needs to b
alongside requirements for ref
garden and increasingly food 
taking into account of factors s
the p

 
 collection 

such c

High rise dwellings 
 
27. Leeds has c70,00

ranging from many tha
years ago to the recentl

0 high rise flats, 
t were built 20-30 
y constructed 

, run by managing 
eds City Council.  

 infrastructure for 
ction is often 

ction service 
provided, even in new-build premises.  

tores are usually 
 of waste and 

sidual waste bins 
o or more 
 may be needed.   

tores may also be 
hicle access points 

be wheeled a long 
oblems with 
vy bins over 

bsence of dropped 
oted that if there is a 

al waste then 
ve for residents to 

ownstairs to a 
collection point.  Most city centre bin 
store locations also require one or more 
keys/codes /swipe cards to gain access 
which can take time to organise. 

 
30. It was reported that the DEFRA high-

rise route has adapted to many of the 
problems listed above and provides 
26,000 properties with communal bins 

“executive city living” city centre 
developments.  Blocks are either 
privately owned flats
agents or owned by Le

 
28. It was reported that the

waste storage and colle
unsuitable for the colle

We noted that the bin s
too small for the volume
number of recycling/re
required therefore tw
collections per week

 
29. We learned that bin s

located away from ve
requiring the bins to 
way, which presents pr
manual handling of hea
uneven ground/a
kerbs.  It was also n
waste chute for residu
there is little incenti
carry their recycling d
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for recycling. These are provided
collection of mixed recyclables
the kerbside SORT collection
cardboard, mixed paper, cans, p
bottles) and in a separate conta
mixed glass. The l

 for e 

s (i

i
ocation of the 

communal facilities is determined
ire

 
nti
sp

con

y
g

 city centre 
 rec

u
 

adequate provision for recycling within 
s issue  

p

u

th
 similar to 

ncluding 
lastic 
ner, 

 by the 
s the 

rd or 
 to 

layout of the building and requ
landlord’s permission.   

 
31. It was highlighted that the landlo

managing agent is also required
purchase the communal bins.  
However, we learned that many

 
 
alllandlords are opposed to the inst

of these communal sites due to
of purchasing the bins or pote
of income-generating parking 

 
32. In acknowledging that efforts 

be made by the Council in worki
such landlords to find an approp
solution for the provision of rec
we learned  that similar challen
continue to arise in newly constr
“executive city living”

ation 
the cost 
al loss 
aces.   

tinue to 
ng with 
riate 
cling, 
es 
ucted 

ognised 
ncil can 

make 

developments. We therefore
the need to explore how the Co
encourage future developers to

their planning proposals.  Thi
considered in more detail in 
76 to 87 within our report.  

 

is
aragraphs 

ding Hard-to-access properties, incl
back-to-back terraced houses and high-
density housing developments 

 
33. It was reported that there are 50,000 

properties across the city that are 
classed as being ‘hard to access’ in 
terms of providing a wheeled bin SORT 
collection service. This includes hilly 
areas where slopes prevent the use of 
wheeled bins and particular property 
types such as back-to-back terraced 

houses and high density housing 

re 19,500 back- 

be in inner city 
de Park, Armley, 
 Chapel Allerton. 
have any yard 

e wheeled bins for 
T collections can 

is leads to the presence of 
RT 

 residents 

le.   

-back terraces 
 yards that are in 
 used by a 

, it was highlighted 
ed by the 

ir sole use 
with nowhere to 

It was also noted that 
rovide an area 
 both residual 

s can be stored, 
ipping, dumping of 

ge furniture items, and arson attacks.  
Whilst some bin yards in the Hyde Park 

 have been 
dwork, through the 

arden beds and 
, these often 

l space for the bins and 
ng continues to 

be a problem.   
 
36. We also noted that there are a number 

of housing developments built in the 
1980s-90s e.g. Holt Park, Cottingley, 
Little London, Beckhills, where there is a 
high density of dwellings comprising of 
houses, two-storey flats and 
maisonettes built in cul-de-sacs. These 

developments. 
 
34. We learned that there a

to-back terraced houses in the Leeds 
district which tend to 
areas, for example, Hy
Harehills, Chapeltown,
Such properties do not 
area/or garden wher
either residual or SOR
be stored. Th
large numbers of residual and SO
bins in the street where
attempt to store them as close to their 
property as they are ab

 
35. Although some back-to

have “bin yards”; small
shared ownership and
number of properties
that some may be lock
adjacent property for the
leaving other residents 
store their waste. 
whilst these bin yards p
where wheeled bins for
and SORT collection
they are prone to fly-t
lar

area (and other areas)
landscaped by Groun
use of mosaics, raised g
decorative iron railings
leave minima
vandalism and fly-tippi
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properties may have yards or 
outside storage for waste, b
layout of the estate, it was high
that access to these storage are
involves several flights of steps
prohibiting the use of wheeled b
the design of the estates include
communal green spaces a
vehicular access, parking 
this makes it difficult for collectio
to acce

lockable 
e to the 

ghted 
as 

ut du
li

 

nd lim
and ga

ss properties. It was also
highlighted that there are limited 

ew
 t

 f

 sche
 
 

ady
hich do

these property types.  Whilst 
hat these may n

re

ir t 
s

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

f multiple-occupancy 

ins. As 
s open 
ited 
rages, 

n crews 
 

 
o a lack 

opportunities for introducing n
communal recycling areas due
of space.  

 
37. In view of the access problems

these particular property types, w
discussed the potential benefits 
green bag SORT collection
communal collection scheme in
addressing these problems. We
that such schemes have alre
adopted in some areas w

acing 
e 

of the 
me and 

noted 
 been 
 include 

ot 
as with 
 advise 
f s

acknowledging t
always fit the needs of other a
similar property types, we would
that these are considered in the 
instance as potential solution
 
 
 
 
 

. 

Student houses o  

 the large 
of students resident 

yde Park and 

er family homes 
 flats, bedsits and 
everal 

ts occupy the same 
 to entrances to 
 front and back of 

properties, leading to waste storage and 
ired from both 
 wheeled bins 
rdens and rear 

hared houses 
idual waste and 
ses divided into 
ultiple wheeled 

 waste and SORT 
for each flat. These 
e garden or on the 
also reported that 
 contamination of 
collected in this 
the development 
areas is being 
 but due to the 
 demand for car 

ited opportunities 

41. We therefore questioned whether more 
needed to be done in terms of targeting 
students and raising their awareness of 
the recycling facilities currently available 
within Leeds to help reduce levels of 
contamination of the SORT recyclables 
collected.  In view of this, we invited 
representatives from the local Student 
Unions and Unipol to contribute to our 

 
38. We acknowledged that

transient population 
in Leeds is mainly concentrated into the 
areas of Headingley, H
Woodhouse.   

 
39. We also noted that form

have been divided into
shared houses where s
independent residen
building. This has led
flats being at both the

collections being requ
sides of a property and
being stored in front ga
alleys.  

 
40. We learned that whilst s

are provided with a res
SORT wheeled bin, hou
flats and bedsits have m
bins for both residual
as they are provided 
tend to be stored in th
street in lines.  It was 
there are high levels of
the SORT recyclables 
area.  We learned that 
of communal recycling 
investigated in the area
narrow roads with high
parking, there are lim
for new bring sites.   

 

Recommendation 1 
In recognising the benefits of 
green

the 
heme 

sented 

 bag SORT collection sc
and communal collection scheme in 
addressing the challenges pre
by hard-to-access properties, we 
recommend that these schemes are 
given priority consideration for those 
areas across the city with similar 
property types that do not have 
access to a kerbside SORT collection 
service. 
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ther to 
 recycling.  This is addressed in

d 94 of

resented 
ular

on the

a particular area n  
unities in findin  

g local 

g

ver 

of th

Councillors to find out whether their 
ul
 i

service identified across the city.  It was 
also highlighted that following this 
process, a number of options would be 
presented to local residents for them to 
reach a consensus as to which recycling 
service would best meet their needs.  

 
45. In welcoming this approach, we would 

recommend that Area Committees are 

larly kept informed of progress with 
such consultations in relation to their 

lar areas. 

 
 

ing the use of 
sehold 
g Sites 
es 

46. Leeds currently has the largest local 
hat is termed 

K with over 440 
y for example have 

ss with larger 
s having facilities 

2.7% points to 
te in 2008/09. 
ledged that 

etwork for the 
h is not currently 

accepted through the Council’s existing 
kerbside recycling scheme. 

 
48. Whilst there are no current proposals to 

make separate collections of glass from 
the kerbside, we learned that 
Environmental Services are undertaking 
an options appraisal around the 
collection and recycling of glass across 

inquiry to discuss how students 
landlords could be engaged fur
improve

and 

local intelligence around partic
could help to address the gaps

regu

 particu
more detail in paragraphs 92 an
our report. 

 
42. In discussing the challenges p

by different property types, partic
emphasis was again placed up
principle of finding a solution that best 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

meets the needs of 
to engage local comm
this solution. 

 

Engagin

a d
g

communities in 
identifying recycling 
solutions 
 
43. WRAP highlighted that engagin

public in their local recycling sch
has been shown to be essential to the 

 the 
eme 

existing Hou
Waste Sortin
and Bring Sit
 

success of a scheme.  Whiche
scheme is chosen, it is importan
is designed to fit the needs 
population and the houses they l
The type and sizes of containers
central to this. 

 
44. During our inquiry, the Head of 

Management highlighted that the
intention is to consult with Ward 

t that it 
e local 
ive in.  
 can be 

authority network of w
‘Bring Sites’ in the U
sites. Small sites ma
one bank for mixed gla
supermarket based site
for numerous recycling materials. 

Waste 
 future 

ar areas 
n 

 
47. Bring Sites contributed 

the overall recycling ra
Significantly we acknow
these sites provide a n
collection of glass whic

 
 
 
 
 

Maximis

Recommendation 2 
That the Directo
Neighbourhoods e
consultations are b
with Ward Members a

r of Environment and 
nsures that, where 
eing conducted 

nd local 
residents around appropriate 
recycling service options, that the 
relevant Area Committees are 

d of progress.  regularly kept informe
 



 

Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

the city, with particular attenti
those areas where the pro
glass is greater than the avera
welcoming this, we would lik
findings of this options appraisal to be 

on 
portio

e. In
e the 

ny for 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

eeds
 Survey
portion f 

 the residual waste from 
he exis

8000 tonn
e is 
rtion still

bins by

50. We acknowledge that bring sites are 
 a d 

 
th

cal resi
 and 

Ward Councillors.   
 
51. We learned that work to expand the 

network further is being developed 
through the Recycling Improvement 
Plan.  As part of this work, we would 
recommend that particular attention is 
given to those areas where the 
proportion of glass is greater than the 

ving the potential to 
infrastructure (this 

 our inquiry). 

tential to situate 
ential areas, we 
d for 

ental Services to ensure that 
potential noise nuisance resulting from 

ycling containers is minimised 

 

 

 
 

53. During our inquiry, particular attention 
was also given the Household Waste 
Sorting Sites in Leeds. 

 
54. We learned that Leeds City Council 

currently operates with ten Household 
Waste Sort Sites (HWSS) and one 
smaller “zero waste“site for the receipt 
of a limited number of recyclable items. 

 

given to 
n of 

often situated on private land
therefore finding new sites ca
challenging, involving lengthy
discussions and agreement wi
landowner, liaison with lo
and Area Management Teams

average, thereby ha
overwhelm a bring 

g  

le

 

. 

was a particular issue raised by the 
Student Unions during

 
52. Where there is the po

bring sites within resid
also recognise the nee
Environm

reported back to Scruti
consideration as soon as possib

 
 
 
 
 
49. Information obtained from the L

2008 Compositional Analysis
indicates that the average pro
glass in

 

 
 
 
 

Recommendation 3 
That the Director of Environ
Neighbourhoods ensures that
findings of th

ment a d 
 the 

e options appraisal 
around the collection and recycling 

ration s 

, 
 o

residents is as high as 7%. T
bring banks captured over 
of glass in 2008/09 but ther
obviously a significant propo
being placed in black residual 
residents. 

 

ting 
s 

 
 
 
 

e

 
 

n
n be 

 the 
dents 

 
 
 
 
 

glass rec
as much as possible.    

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Recommendation 4 
That the Director of Environment and 
Neighbourhoods ensures that, as 

s to expand the bring 
er in Leeds take 

ccount the following factors: 
 

ere the proportion 
 than the 

lm a bring 
infrastructure; 

 
ise nuisance 

glass recycling 
tainers is minimised as much 

here sites are 
 residential areas.   

part of the Recycling Improvement 
Plan, future plan
site network furth
into a

 those areas wh
of glass is greater
average, thereby having the 
potential to overwhe

 that potential no
resulting from 
con
as possible w
proposed within

 

n

of glass across the city is reported 
back to Scrutiny for conside
soon as possible. 

 a
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55. Located on sites with long st
waste disposal use, seven sites
been significantly redeveloped. 
noted that the East Leeds HWS
developed during 2010, and the 

and
 
 
S

Gamblethorpe HWSS is program
po

vid
 p

 wh
nt s tes 

ibility for Leeds re
to recycle, it was acknowledged that 

in

andfill. 

 plann
tegic rev

ste Sorting

o
nne) 
 loca
tes 

l ut
 example Meanwood Road

Holmewell Road and Pudsey, have the 
lowest costs per tonne, on average £29 
per tonne. Sites such as Thorp Arch 
which has an excellent recycling rate, 
but not the level of throughput which 
urban sites have, in comparison costs 
£54 per tonne. This again demonstrates 
the need to ensure site capacity is 
maximised. 

 

ds HWSS is 
 for 
ition of the former 

h jointly occupied 
been completed. It 

lanning 
en submitted and,  

te October 2010 and 
ugust 2011. 

hat 
SS has been the 

t of three temporary extensions 
ecial circumstances 

rammed to close on 
t temporary 

 strategic 
review conducted by Environmental 

d to the Executive 
ith a number of 
and agreed by the 
articular, we noted 
 be taken: 

ermanently.  In 
will be made 

ng Improvement 
at residents have 

ecycling prior to 

re of Gamblethorpe is 
layed until the East Leeds site has 

been fully refurbished, in order to 
ensure that the residents in the East 
and South East of the city are not 
disadvantaged. The redeveloped 
East Leeds site has significant space 
capacity and lies within a twenty 
minute drive time of the majority of 
people who currently use 
Gamblethorpe. 

ing 
have 
We 
 is be 

med to 
rary 

59. We noted that East Lee
currently programmed
redevelopment. Demol
transfer station, whic
the site, has already 
was highlighted that a p
application has beclose upon the expiry of a tem

planning extension. 
 
56. The HWSS infrastructure pro

significant contribution, (13.8%
to the overall recycling rate of th
(30.4%, 2008/09).  However,
acknowledging that the curre
provide a broad spatial infrastru
and the access

es a 
oints) 

e city, 
ilst 
i

subject to consent, it is expected that 
the site will close la
reopen at the latest A

 
60. It was also highlighted t

Gamblethorpe HW
subjec

cture 
sidents 

g to 
ing 
ion of 

on the basis of sp
and is currently prog
the expiry of the curren
planning extension. 

 
61. The initial findings of the

generally they are neither work
capacity or consistently maximis
recycling performance and divers
waste from l

 
57. In view of this, we learned that 

Environmental Services were
to conduct a separate stra
the city’s Household Wa
and Bring Sites. 

 
58. We noted that Leeds’ cost per t

HWSS operations (£46 per to
compare favourably with other
authorities operating similar si
operated both by in-house and 
outsourced arrangements.  Wel
sites, for

ing 
iew of 
 Sites 

Services was reporte
Board in June 2010, w
proposals put forward 
Executive Board.  In p
the following actions to

 

nne for 

l 

ilised 
, 

 That Calverley Bridge zero waste 
site is to be closed p
doing so, efforts 
through the Recycli
Plan to ensure th
access to kerbside r
its closure. 

 
 That closu

de
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he 
 Counci
 period

 access to sites in 
re and

e
re o

o
 

cust
per site. It was also reported that by 

r wt  up 

s

at 

high performance across all sites, the 
operational practices of these sites still 

wed further. Thi

uld
 b

. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

for 
e range of 

ble materials 
and collection 

cycling rate is 
h the aim of reaching a 

020.  In view of this, 
r there would be a 
ult of it not being 

o separate 
rials from the residual waste 

collections for recycling any further.  In 
arket streams, it 
e capping point 

ons would be 

g that the Council 
de range of 

yclable materials, we 
 potential benefits and 

to extend this 

 was highlighted 
es up a large 

l waste 
his, we 

 kitchen waste pilot 
volving 8,000 

enced in February 
10.  This scheme aims to evaluate, 

over a six month period, a collection 
service redesign that allows for the 
collection of SORT fortnightly collections 
combined with a weekly collection of 
kitchen waste.  In welcoming this pilot 
scheme, we recommend that the 
findings of this evaluation be reported 
back to the Scrutiny Board for further 
consideration. 

 In order to provide further 
alternatives for residents in t
South East of the city, the
will work in the intervening
secure free

l 
 to 

Opportunities 
extending th
recycla

neighbouring North Yorkshi
Wakefield. 

 
62. In comparison to other local auth

Leeds currently has a large num
HWSS.  It was therefore consid
that, even following the closu
Calverley Bridge and Gambleth
nine remaining sites would give
provision, currently, for 84K 

 

orities 
ber of 
red 
f 
rpe, the 

omers 

methods 
 
64. The Council’s current re

around 34%, wit
target of 50% by 2
we questioned whethe
capping point as a res
viable economically t
mate

taking account of population g
to 2026, these existing sites wo
provision for 104,000 customer
site.   

 
63. However, it was acknowledged t

order to continue to maximise 
performance and deliver a con

o h
uld give 
 per 

h in

view of the existing m
was highlighted that th
for recyclable collecti
between 50-60%.  

  

sistently 

s was 
d and in 
 also 
ack to 

65. Whilst acknowledgin
already collects a wi
reusable and rec
discussed the
opportunities available 
range further.   

 
66. During our inquiry, it

that food waste tak
proportion of the residua
collected.  In view of t
acknowledged that a
scheme in Rothwell in
properties had comm
20

need to be revie
endorsed by the Executive Boar
welcoming this review, we wo
like the findings to be reported
Scrutiny for consideration

Recommendation 5 
That the Director of Environm
Neighbourhoods ensures that the 
findings arising from the future 
planned review into the operational 
practices of Household Waste 
Sorting Sites and Bring Sites be 
reported back to Scrutiny for 
consideration.  

ent and 



 

Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

rn
 large pro

.  

c

nt
hich would 
erat
oul
 

 close

w

 t e 
t for the Materials Rec

Facility (MRF) expires and is thereby 
petitive tenderin

r 

n
y

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

dentified plastics 
ses much 
 in terms of the 
d which ones can 

arned that the 
ot recycled at the 
 Sorting Sites; 
5 (polypropylene 

S) and 7 (others).  

 include the 
d for yogurt pots, food 

e tubs.  Whilst these 
 recycled, subject 

justification, it was 
ikely to need 

 the Household 
.  As an example, it 

cycling of 
re the waste 
 and then baled 

t weight to gain 
cycling. 

72. Particular reference was made to the 
collection of Tetrapaks at particular 
Household Waste Sorting Sites and we 
questioned whether this material could 
be included in the new MRF contract.  
Whilst acknowledging that this would be 
possible, it was highlighted that the 
quality of materials collected via the co-
mingled method would not be of the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
67. Apart from food waste, we lea

textiles also make up a
ed that 
portion 
In view 
nities 

les to 

 
 
 

 
70. During our inquiry, we i

as a material which cau
confusion for the public
different types used an

Recommendation 6 
That the Director of Environm
Neighbourhoods ensures that
findings from the ki

Recommendation 8
That when the contr
Materials Recycling F
expires and is thereby
competitive tendering
potential bidders be

 
act for the 

acility (MRF) 
 subject to a 
 process, that 

 asked to give an 
indication of costs for adding textiles 
to the contract to enable the Council 

nefits of this 

ent and
 the 

tchen waste pilot 
scheme in Rothwell be reported ba k

 

 

of the residual waste collected
of this, we discussed the opportu
available for separating out texti
help improve recycling rates. 

 
68. It was highlighted that many 

and other businesses, already 
collection service within reside
areas for reusable textiles w

harities, 
provide a 

ial 

ion.  
d be 

ly with 
or the 
ay. 

h

be recycled.  We le
following plastics are n
local Household Waste
Plastic types 3 (PVC); 
PP); 6 (polystyrene P

 
71. It was noted that these

plastic types use
trays and margarin
waste streams can be
to value for money 
highlighted that this is l

need to be taken into consid
However, we believe there w
merit in the Council exploring
opportunities to work more
charities to coordinate services f
collection of textiles in a better 

 
69. We also recommend that when

contrac ycling 

g 
e asked 
adding 
 the 
efits of 
 

further investment at
Waste Sorting Sites
was highlighted that re
polystyrene may requi
stream to be bulked up
to produce sufficien
income from sale for re

 

c
to the Scrutiny Board for 
consideration. 

to evaluate the cost be
approach. 

subject to a com
process, that potential bidders b
to give an indication of costs fo
textiles to the contract to enable
Council to evaluate the cost be
this approach before making an
decisions. 

Recommendation 7 
That the Director of Environment and 
Neighbourhoods explores 
opportunities available to work more 
closely with charities to coordinate 
services for the collection of textiles 
in a better way. 
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same standard as that collect
source.

ed
  This would therefore ne

f m r e

e of 
ictated b

e is a 
t is not c s

 the 
, we 

national 
sti  

restr
e

ector of 
Environment and Neighbourhoods and 

ember for 
 

 Secr
 

 

rials
eh
re

was made to the collection of small 
electrical goods and also batteries. We 
recognised that in addition to the HWSS 
service, local supermarkets could prove 
to be valuable collection points as 
customers should be encouraged to 
exchange their damaged electrical 
goods and batteries when purchasing 
new goods.  It was noted that a similar 

 adopted for low 
 therefore believe 

that such innovative partnership working 
needs to be explored further by the 

 

 

onsidered 
ling methods 

s and explored 
of adopting them 

rticular reference 
 system, which is 
ction system. 

stes are put into 
t containers which are connected 

ked through an 
ystem to a 

oint up to 2km away. 
acted prior to transfer 

then loaded onto a 
l.  

stem has been 
ley City residential 

 new Wembley 
Stadium where it is used to collect 
household waste, although similar 
systems can be used to collect waste 
from street collection bins.  In 
acknowledging the benefits of this 
system in terms of low carbon emissions 
due to the lack of collection vehicles and 
being able to address capacity issues 
within densely populated areas, we 

 at 
ed to be 
a k t

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
74. In consideration of the mate

currently collected at the Hous
Waste Sorting Sites, particular 

approach could also be
energy bulbs.   We

taken into account in terms o
demands. 

 
73. We acknowledged that the rang

plastics recycled is largely d
market forces and until ther
demand for these materials i
effective to separate them from
residual waste.  In view of this
recognise the need for a 
approach towards the use of pl
packaging with a view to 
range of plastics used.  We ther
recommend that the Dir

 

Council.

t 

 
 
 
 
 
 

y 

o

a c
icting the 

fore 

etary of 

 
 
 
 
 
75. During our inquiry, we c

different types of recyc
adopted outside of Leed
the potential benefits 
locally.  In doing so, pa
was made to the Envac
a pneumatic waste colle
Separate recyclable wa
differen

Recommendation
That the Directo
Neighbourhoods 
innovative partne

 10 
r of Environment and 

encourages 
rship working 

arrangements with local 
supermarkets to help provide 

ion points for a 
 materials. 

the Executive M
Environmental Services lead on
lobbying the Environments
State for this to be developed.

 
 
 
 

 
old 
ference 

to a pneumatic collection system. The 
waste materials are suc
underground pipeline s
central collection p
The waste is comp
to a container that is 
vehicle for remova

 
76. It was noted that this sy

installed in the Wemb
complex next to the

Recommendation 9 
That the Director of Environment and 
Neighbourhoods and Executive 
Member for Environmental Services 

ironlead on lobbying the Env
Secretary of State to develop a
national approach for the use o
plastic packaging with a view to 
restricting the range of plastics

ments 
 
f 

 used. 

additional collect
range of recyclable
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believe that there would be merits in 
thod further for

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

n
eighbourhoo

City Development in ensuring th
e r

 Co
a

ling

 e u
to ensurin

they make sufficient provision for 
recycling within their developments will 
be the (currently draft) Sustainable 
Design & Construction SPD which 
replaces the Sustainable Development 
Design Guide (Leeds City Council 
1998). We learned that this document is 
still in its consultation phase and will not 
be adopted until 2010/11. 

 

ntent of the SPD is 
gories and 

vered by the 
omes and 
velopers on 

nergy & CO2 emissions, Surface water 
run-off, Health & wellbeing, Water, 

, Materials, Pollution 

tainable Homes, 
 to each of these 

inimum standards 
ories. The rating 

measures up in each category. The 
ll encourage major 

 Code Level 3 in 
nd level 6 in 

n of adequate 
 and non-

 of the minimum 
 Code.  

nce in the SPD, 
aged to consider 
ues at an early 

f a development. 
D will mean that 
 construction are 
 to be given 

 development 
proposals. However, we noted that the 

ed in the 
tee compliance 

with the Code for Sustainable Homes 
(nor with BREEAM – the non residential 
equivalent), but are a menu of good 
practice options that can be considered 
and used to drive up the sustainability 
performance of new development. 

 
83. We learned that the final version of the 

SPD will be consulted on both internally 

 Leeds. 
79. The structure and co

based on the cate
environmental issues co
Code for Sustainable H
includes guidance to de
E

exploring this me

Recommendation 11 
That the Director of Environm
Neighbourhoods explores th
potential benefits of adoptin
pneumatic waste collection 
such as the Envac system cur
installed in the new Wembley 
residential com

e
e 

sy
r
Cit

plex, and also o
em
 w

he Dire

Recycling provis
within planning 
developments 

 
77. As part of our inquiry, we were k

discuss the relationship betwee
Environment and N

ion policy in the SPD wi
developments to reach
2010, level 4 in 2013 a
2016.  

een to 
 

ds and 
at future 
eflected 
 We 
uncil in 
king 
 within 

oted 
b ed 

 
81. We noted that provisio

storage for recyclable
recyclable waste is one
requirements within the

 
82. By following the guida

developers are encour
waste management iss
stage in the design o
The adoption of the SP
sustainable design and
material considerations
weight in considering

recycling service proposals ar
in planning policy and guidance. 
also discussed the role of the
ensuring that developers are m
adequate provision for recyc
their planning proposals. 

 
78. In terms of written material, we n

that the main document that will
to guide developers 

s
g that measures recommend

guidance do not guaran

Waste Management
and Ecology. 

 
80. In the Code for Sus

credits are assigned
nine categories with m
applying in some categ
a home receives depends on how it 

nt and 

g 
stems, 
ently 

y 
ther 
s 

ith and 
ctor of 

individual subterranean syst
within Leeds in consultation
input and advice from t
City Development. 



 

Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

and externally and will be full
illustrated, incorporating local e
and case studies of good p
inspire future developments.  In v
this, we recommend that the City
Development Scrutiny Boar
involved in this consultatio

y 
xamp

ractice to 
iew
 

d be 
n process 

undertake to ensure that appropriate 
 the role of waste 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 were plea
Waste 

vi
 

rward
Ho

asise
ring that 

representatives from waste 
management have an input into future 
major planning developments, with the 
new Leeds Arena being cited as a 
particular example, to ensure that 
appropriate consideration is given to 
waste management as part of the 
proposed infrastructure. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

y, we learned that 
e and Humber has a 

Regional Technical 
Advisory Body whose membership 

’s Local 
s the 

y, Government 
orward.  

ted that one of the key 
egional Technical Advisory 

ide advice to 
ies on the 

anagement for 
plementation of 

rategy 

we 
vernment’s plans 
patial Strategies 

y for strategic 
l authorities.  In 

mphasis was made 
 local authorities themselves deciding 

on how best to work together on 
planning issues that cross administrative 
boundaries.  In view of this, we would 
like the Director of Environment and 
Neighbourhoods to report back to the 
Scrutiny Board on the implications of the 
Government’s plans to abolish Regional 
Spatial Strategies in relation to waste 
management. 

les 

f 

nd 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 o

a

weight is given to
management as part of the SPD.  

 
 
 
8

Recommendatio
That the Dire
and Neighbourhoo
Development ensur
representatives
management have an 
into future major p
developmen

n 13 
ctors of Environment 

ds and City 
e that 

 from waste 
active input 

lanning 
ts to ensure that 

appropriate consideration is given to 
as part of the 

.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
84. During our inquiry, we

note that the Head of 
Management has now been in
attend the Regeneration officer
meetings regularly to put fo
around waste management.  
we would particularly emph
importance of ensu

sed to 

ted to 

 issues 
wever, 
 the 

roles of the R
Body (RTAB) is to prov
regional planning bod
implications of waste m
the development and im
the Regional Spatial St

 
87. However, in June 2010 

acknowledged the Go
to abolish Regional S
and to give responsibilit
planning directly to loca
doing so, particular e
on

5. During our inquir
regionally, Yorkshir
well-supported 

includes all of the region
Planning Authorities, plu
Environment Agenc
Office and Yorkshire F

 
86. It was highligh

Recommendation 12 
That the City Development S
Board be involved in the co
process to consider the draft 
Sustai

cr
nsu

nable Design & Construction
Supplementary Planning Do

 
 p

utiny 
ltation 

 
cument 

the 
art of 

and undertakes to ensure that 
appropriate weight is given to
role of waste management as
the SPD. 

waste management 
proposed infrastructure
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88. In acknowledging that the York

Humber Waste Regional A
Group (WRAG) and RTAB als
members in common to share
information and run joint proje
as Defra-funded p

s
dviso

o 
 
cts

iece of work to 
improve capacity of local authority 

rstand waste issu s
 ensuring

s to link into

 

g

around recycling 
 
89. Whilst acknowledging that in 2008/09, 

93.4% of the households in Leeds had 
access to the SORT scheme, we 
learned that there are approximately 
6,100 properties identified where the 
SORT recycling scheme is currently not 

working well, evidenced by high 
 participation. 

 pleased to note 
provement Plan 
ed awareness 

ing will be required 
ross these 6,100 properties to 

 address the high 

r inquiry we also 
 there would be 

 to engage more 
h as a points 

redeemable 
upermarkets and other 

retailers.  Whilst it was noted that such a 
 be on an 
ry basis, it was 

h could be piloted in 
pact. 

ular attention 
eed to effectively 

aise their 
awareness of the recycling facilities 
currently available within Leeds and 
help reduce levels of contamination of 
the SORT recyclables collected within 
areas where there is a large student 
population.  We therefore sought the 
advice of Student Union representatives 
at the local universities, as well as 
Unipol in terms of working with landlords 

hire and 
ry 
have 

, such 

e

understand and then
contamination and low participation 
currently seen. 

 
91. However, during ou

questioned whether
merits in developing an incentive 
scheme as a way
people to recycle, suc
system which could be 
within local s

Recommendation 14 
That the Directors of Env
and Neighbourhoods and C
Development report 

planners to unde , 
we recognise the benefits of
that the Council continue
such work in the future. 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Effective targetin
education campaigns 

 of 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9

contamination and low
 
90. In view of this, we are

that the Recycling Im
recognises that target
raising and monitor
ac

iro
ity

scheme would need to
individual and tempora
felt that this approac
order to evaluate its im

 
 

2. During our inquiry partic
was given to the n
target students to help r

Recommendation 15 
That the Directors of Environment 

 and City 
Development ensure that 

Pl
th
 W

up and 
Regional Technical Advisory Group 

and Neighbourhoods

Environmental Services and 
officers continue to link into 
of the Yorkshire and Humber
Regional Advisory Gro

anning 
e work 
aste 

or their successor bodies. 

Recommendation 16 
Environment and 

xplores the 
ntial benefits of 
ting an incentive 

ngaging more 

That the Director of 
Neighbourhoods e
feasibility and pote
developing and pilo
scheme as a way of e
people to recycle. 

nment 
 

back to the 
Scrutiny Board within the next
months on the im

 3 

relation 

plications of the 
Government’s plans to abolish 
Regional Spatial Strategies in 
to waste management. 
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In summary, the key messages 
arising from our discussions were as 

at t
provision of SORT wheeled bins 

ltip

to

uld 
ivel

ve
s use

out 
ction 

ted that flyers were 
ly during 

ents 
r to 

tudent
 body 

alls of 
adhere to
heme 

ditioned t
oweve , 

ncil’s recyclin
the Universities offer a wide

range of recyclable materials, more 
frequent collections and require pre-
sorting of materials into separate 
containers.  Students are therefore 
often confused by the Council’s 
recycling system once they move 
into private sector housing, which 
can lead to them becoming 
disengaged. 

hin the private 
 to understand their 

ponsibilities better and be 
promote recycling 
enants. 

 benefits in 
ndlord 
es adopted by 

f waste 
onsibilities placed 

 

ole of the Student 
 valuable insight 

y students 
ere pleased to 
il is working more 

he Student Unions to help 
target this particular population group 

the Council 
above issues 

n inquiry by the 
nipol. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

follows: 
 

 That some students felt th he 

le-

encouraged to 
amongst their t

 
 That there would be

ensuring that the la
accreditation schem
the Council and Unipol share similar 

allocated to properties of mu
occupancy was insufficient. 

 
 That some students would prefer to 

use green bags or container
than wheeled bins due to s
problems. 

s rather 
rage 

e main 
like to 
y. 

 
d by the 

standards in terms o
management resp
upon landlords.

 
93. In acknowledging the r

Unions in providing a
into the views shared b
across the city, we w
learn that the Counc
closely with t

 
 That glass was considered th

material that students wo
see collected more effect

 
 There was a need to impro

communication method
Council to target students ab
recycling facilities and colle
dates (it was no
often ineffective, particular
freshers week, and that stud
would often respond bette
messages delivered via the S
Union than from a corporate
such as the Council). 

 
 That students living within H

Residence are required to 
the University’s recycling sc
and therefore become con
this method of recycling.  H
compared to the Cou
system, 

 

 

o 

 
r 

fectively.  As part of such work, 
we would hope to see 
working to address the 
raised during our ow
Student Unions and U
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

r
g

 That landlords wit
sector also need
own res

more ef

Recommendation 17 
That the Director of 
Neighbourhoods (i)e
issues raised with
by Student Unions and
addressed as part 
of work being und
between Environme
the Student Unions i
app

Environment and 
nsures that the 

 the Scrutiny Board 
 Unipol are 

of the wider piece 
ertaken jointly 

ntal Services and 
n providing 

ropriate recycling provision for 
students (ii) write to the Minister for 
Housing and Local Government 
seeking the necessary power to allow 
local authorities the discretion to 
tackle the problem of recycling in 
respect of Houses in Multiple 
Occupation by adopting their own 
local solutions, in consultation with 
local landlords 



 

Conclusions and 
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94. We also learned that the Counci
commissioned an independent m
research company to conduct q
research, such as structured in
involving students from the un
streetscene staff and othe
residents living within t
areas.  We

l had
arke  

ualita v
terviews

iversitie
r permanen

hese particula
 would therefore like the 

findings from this research to be 
 Scrutiny for 

 

 

t

e 
aroun  

ion on
asure
ease

in
th

local authorities as part of the 
programme.  However, we recognised 
the need to disseminate this handbook 
more widely amongst local businesses 
across the city.  One particular 
suggestion put forward was to publish a 
link to an electronic version of the 
handbook as part of the distribution 
process for business rates notifications. 

 

 
 

ing best practice 
l 

t was highlighted 
en to gain a better 
isting and future 
 infrastructures 

ht try to comprehend 
aste management 

gion in the short, 
m.  To that end, 

fice for Yorkshire 
 Environment 
ther a short 

 noted that the 
results of the infrastructure and 

y will be analysed by 
ent Agency, with a view 
GIS map of facilities in 

our region.  We were pleased to note 
that the results will be made available 

 and partners to 

Integrated Waste 
Strategy (2005 – 
2035) 
 
97. The Integrated Waste Strategy for 

Leeds, adopted in 2006, sets out the 
Council’s strategic vision and key 
objectives for the management of 

 

e 
, 
, 

 
 
 
 
 

t
ti

s
t 

r 

reported back to
consideration. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Providing support 
businesses 
 
95. We learned from WRAG that on

particular element of its work is 
business waste and providing 
businesses with better informat
range of resource efficiency me
including recycling.  We were pl
note that Leeds City Council is already 
supporting this work by shar
handbook on business waste wi

o 

wi

d

 a 
s, 
d to 

capacity surve
the Environm
to creating a 

g its 
 other 

to local authorities
use. 

 

 
 
Shar

Recommendation 1
That the Director o
Neighbourhoods ensu
Council’s handbook on business 

9 
f Environment and 

res that the 

waste is disseminated widely 
oss the 

th other loca
authorities 
 
96. During our inquiry, i

that WRAG were ke
understanding of ex
waste management
and how we mig
our capacity for w
better across the re
medium and long-ter
the Government Of
and Humber and the
Agency had put toge
questionnaire. We

Recommendation 18 
That the findings from the 
independent market research project 
into the recycling patterns of 
residents living within areas of the 

pan
ck to Scrutiny as soon 
r consideration. 

city with a high student occu
be brought ba
as possible fo

cy, 

amongst local businesses acr
city. 
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ars.  An 
tegy and 

fic activities that will 
nnually 

d that the 
to take 

ough the period from 
ook the 
ft action 

, we welcomed 

at many 
e of the 

 

ged that the 
Integrated Waste Strategy itself will be 

ll stakeholder 
f this, 

utiny be 
eholder 

s. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

waste over the next thirty ye
action plan sits within the Stra
details the speci
be undertaken and reviewed a
to measure progress. 

 
98. During our inquiry, we learne

action plan was being revised 
the Strategy thr
2009 to 2012.  We therefore t
opportunity to consider the dra
plan in March 2010. 

 
99. In consideration of this

the proposed actions set out within the 
action plan, acknowledging th
of these aimed to address som
issues that have been raised
throughout our inquiry. 

 
100. We noted that it is envisa

reviewed with fu
consultation in 2012.  In view o
we recommend that Scr
recognised as a key stak
during this consultation proces

 

Recommendation 20 
That the Director of Environment and 
Neighbourhoods ensures that 
Scrutiny is recognised as a key 
stakeholder as part of the 
consultation process when reviewing 
the Leeds Integrated Waste Strategy. 



 

 

Evidence 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Monitoring arrangements 
 
Standard arrangements for monitoring the outcome of the Board’s recommendations will 
apply.  
 
The decision-makers to whom the recommendations are addressed will be asked to submit a 

etable, normally 

 
Following this the Scrutiny Board will determine any further detailed monitoring, over and 

ng of all scrutiny recommendations. 

formal response to the recommendations, including an action plan and tim
within two months.  

above the standard quarterly monitori

Reports and Publications Submitted 
 
 Briefing paper from the Head of Waste Management on the challenges presented by 

llection and 
9); 

 
side collection of 

ober 2009. 

 Report of the Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods on Existing Collection and 

ecyclable materials 

ng collection system.  WRAP. June 2009; 

February 2006; 

y sites.  M.E.L Research / Defra. 2004/05  

 Report from the Director of City Development on recycling (this included an extract from 
the (currently draft) Sustainable Design & Construction Supplementary Planning 
Document).  8th February 2010.  

 
 Briefing paper from WRAG on Waste Planning, Recycling and Regional Structures 
 
 A copy of a national guidance document ‘Towards Zero Waste:  Reuse Guide for Halls of 

Residence’ was circulated as background information. 
 

different property types (October 2009); 
 
 Briefing paper from the Head of Waste Management on the existing co

disposal methods (October 200

 5 maps (for each wedge of the city) highlighting those areas without kerb
dry recyclables (SORT).  Oct

 

Disposal Methods.  9th November 2009 
 
 Briefing paper from the Head of Waste Management on the range of r

collected in Leeds.  December 2009. 
 
 Choosing the right recycli
 
 Good Practice Guide to Bring Recycling.  Eco Alternatives Limited. 
 
 Improving waste diversion from civic amenit
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Witnesses Heard 
 
 Susan Upton, Head of Waste Management 
 Neil Evans, Director o

Reports and Publications Submitted……continued 
 
 Report of the Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods to the Executiv

Recycling Improvement Plan.  December 2009. 
e Board on the 

 Report of the Director of Environment and Neighbourhoods to the Executive Board on the 
Strategic Review of Household Waste Sorting Sites and Bring Sites.  June 2010. 

 

 

f Environment and Neighbourhoods 
 

fficer 

 Resources Action Programme (WRAP) 

 
 Martin Sellens, Head of Planning Services 
 Tim Godson, Team Leader - Climate Change, Government Office for Yorkshire & The 

Humber and representing WRAG 
r, Associate President Community Wellbeing, Leeds Metropolitan 

 

 Councillor James Monaghan, Executive Member for Environmental Services
tal Services O Andrew Mason, Chief Environmen

 Tom Smith, Head of Performance Management, Environmental Services 
 Rachel Gray, The Waste &
 Andy Hartley, CO2Sense 
 Samantha Veitch, Leeds Friends of the Earth 

ard Planning & Implementation David Feeney, Head of Forw

 Liam Challenge
University Student Union and Trustee at UNIPOL 

fficer, Leeds University Student Union  Hannah Greenslade, Community O
 Amanda Jackson, Leeds University
 

Dates of Scrutiny 
 
14th September 2009 – Scrutiny Board Meeting (agreed terms of reference) 
19th October 2009 – Working Group Meeting 
9th November 2009 – Scrutiny Board Meeting 
1st December 2009 – Working Group Meeting 
11th January 2010 – Scrutiny Board Meeting 
8th February 2010 – Scrutiny Board Meeting 
11th February 2010 – Working Group Meeting 
8th March 2010 – Scrutiny Board Meeting 
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